tion of the occupational health department, first establish a logical management decision methodology. Analyze the corporate culture, the issues, and constraints and forces in favor of or against computerization. Establish detailed goal based criteria for the desired system. . When clear, concise representation of the new system has been established, then begin selecting the hardware and software.
THE HARDVVARE QUESTION
In a corporate setting, hardware should be considered first. Existing corporate hardware, corporate procedures, requirements, and commitments, as well as organizational strategic planning, may influence the range of options. For instance, if the organization allows use of only one type of computer or requires connectivity (data transfer) to or from the mainframe host, the choice range is narrower. If the organization is planning for the occupational health department to be a part of a Local Area Network (LAN), then the hardware decision has already been made.
Gather information about organizational goals for computerization. What is the probable hardware migration path? What issues of obsolescence should be considered? Knowledge about future technology developments cannot be expected, but simple common sense should be used.
Known, established brands are less risky. For instance, IBM is an Choice of computer system will reflect the professional occupational nursing process and judgment.
industry standard, with more than 60% of the business market. The second most dominant vendor has less than 25% of the market. While many people resist oligopolies, some comfort can be gained from the fact that most business software applications are written for the standard. On the other hand, known brand hardware is reputed to be more expensive. True, security guarantees cost more. Nevertheless, prices for all computers are declining and becoming more comparable.
The hardware decision mayor may not be clear cut, but approaching it from a common sense, practical point of view will increase the probability of a successful outcome. Pragmatism is more important than foreseeing the future. Concentrate on maximizing long range positive outcomes.
State of the art management of healthcare information has shifted away from merely processing information. A new level of performance is available to occupational health nurses who understand how to bring about behavior changes through information.
Until recently, collecting and processing data was the most that could be expected from computerization. Word processing and data base systems provided task automation and data storage, certainly positive gains over manual systems. But much more is attainable from the technology now .
A high priority should be placed on blending information systems with the goals and strategies of the health department and the organization. A productivity and performance edge is available when computerized information is used as a resource to change behavior, achieve cost reductions, enhance revenue, and conserve human assets. This is illustrated anecdotally by one organization which uses an advanced information analysis system to concurrently inform and hold accountable supervisors and managers for workers' compensation costs and loss performance. Rather than altering accounting systems to allocate costs back to cost centers, as is often suggested, they use concurrent, accurate occurrence analysis information. Behavior change has been demonstrated in a renewed concern for safety by supervisors and their managers, with a remarkable reduction in occurrence. In fact, the conclusion might be reached that postoccurrence information management can result in prevention!
THE SOFTWARE DECISION-MAKE OR BUY?
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manner, system input must be comprehensive, but quick and easy. Usable information and retrie val in the form of management information reports must be ins tan t. Thi s raise s the softwa re "make or bu y" issue. "Make or buy" decisions are common to business and industry, especially in th e manufacturing process. In fact, since significant resource s are committed, the make or buy decision is considered strategic. The software make or buy issue is strategic also. When software development persons are available in the corporation, as in the data processing department, the tendency often is toward in-house development, or the "make" decision. Nevertheless, several factors should be examined before committing to rnhouse development.
First, if developing software inhouse is one of the pressures or forces in the organization, insist that the proces s be managed by the occupational health department. Complete the needs assessment and discuss it thoroughly with data processing personnel. Obtain a commitment for a start date and estimated completion date. Too often, in-house commitments to new application development are relegated to "last in line" status, both for development and for support.
Be alert to in-house development which is a partial or fragmented solution , a quick appeasement. Sometimes, to assuage application users, d ata processing staff will create an answe r to meet the most demanding or most immediate need. Later, the problem can be one of integrating that partial solution with other automated information management solutions.
When considering the in-house development approach, complete a cost accounting analysis to estimate real costs. How much time will be required to communicate occupational health needs and priorities to nonhe alth persons? Translating health conce pts for computer people can be distressing and result in unac-ceptable work and hurt feelings.
Do not discount the time spent in development, plus additional time for testing and adjusting the results. Include costs for data processing personnel time and equipment (a cost to the organization) to complete the project. Finally, add the cost of lost opportunity during development, when cost savings and revenue enhancement activities could have been in place. The " make" option can be very expensive with no guarantee of satisfactory outcome.
On the other hand, purchasing an application system is not without pitfalls. Find out first what the syste m under consideration is capable of doing and what hardware is required. If stated performance needs are met, what are its capabilities for meeting future needs? Can the system be customized, and will it migrate with the organization over the foreseeable planning horizon? Is its exp ansion and enhancement potential limited? Can the system and future customization be incrementally implemented? What are the time and cost requirements? How and when are training, support, and maintenance offered ?
Talk to current user s of the system to learn about working with the software and the development company after the purchase. Is it difficult to reach the de veloper? Are persons available who can answer qu estion s? Is continued telephone access to the developer available at no additional cost? Are enhancements or updates included in the price? What long term support and maintenance is offered?
The software compan y itself should be evaluated. Does the company have expertise in health care as well as software technology? How long has the company been in business? Is software the major business or is it a sideline?
What are the assurances for long range support? A formal , written software agreement is an absolute requirement. Is an escrow clause included? An escrow clause insures that the software source code has been set aside with a responsible party, such as a bank, to be released to users in the event the software company ceases to do business or discontinues software support.
THE NEEDS/PERFORMANCE DECISION GRID
After considering all factors , a helpful process is to create a visual aid in the form of a deci sion grid. Prioritize need s (software output) and weigh each feature and function using a numbering sche me . Now plot them on a grid. For example, one criterion might be that the so ftware selected will automaticall y complete the OSHA-ZOO form. But that is not as important as the criterion that it produce injury incidence analysis. Assig n the incidence analys is a " 5" and the OSHA-ZOO report a " Z" and plot them on a grid along with all other weighted criteria. Unmet criteria are assigned "0."
Repeat this process for each software system under con sideration . Add the po ints earned by each system. Summarized, quantified information , presented visually in this manner, will help clarify and justify se lection.
Cost criteria can be included on the grid, and also used as an overlay issue. Cost may exclude some systems not alre ady ruled out on the basis of some other criteria . On the other hand , cost might be significantly altered by negotiations or by volume purchases (for several workstations) or by some other variable. If a particular system meets most of the needs criteria, talk with the developer. Developers vary in their willingness to "carry" some of the costs or make some other arrangement. Usually negotiation is possible.
Remember, management often responds to a negotiated approach, too. Presented a logical, persuasive argument based on goals and need s assessment, management might approve a small increase in monthly overhead or expanded budget allocation. Look for creative solutions to get what you need.
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AAOHN JOURNAL, MAY 1990, VOL. 38, NO.5 Recently, some leasing companies have made lease arrangements available to qualified software development companies for their clients. Leasing can be a very satisfactory alternative because the cost of the software plus its maintenance and support can be rolled into one manageable monthly payment over a limited period. Hardware can be included in the lease, as well.
Occupational health nurses can step into the 1990s with confidence. Choosing and using com-puters and software can and should be approached systematically, using a basic problem solving, management decision procedure. Nurses should remain firm in the commitment to manage the process and confident that they can. The computer system choice will reflect the professional occupational nursing process and judgment. Use goal based decision criteria to reach the comfortable conclusion that the decision is valid, and it will be. 
